
March, 2019

Welcome to this month's e-newsletter! Thank you for reading and for being part of the
Zoom family, opening minds and hearts through travel while having an incredible time
doing so.

"Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness," Mark Twain

Visit our Website

Featured Traveler: Kenneth, from
NYC

Kenneth has been on several Zoom Vacations
tours, but it was on Zoom Thailand where he fell
in love… with an elephant. Kenneth spoke with
us about his recent experiences with Zoom
Vacations, Thailand, and finding love.

Zoom:  What do you like about traveling by
yourself on a Zoom Vacations tour?

Kenneth: I’ve taken three trips with Zoom, always
alone. I love the mix of traveling with a group and
having my own time whenever I feel like it. The
hotels we stay at are often very luxurious and it’s
a treat to get the whole room to myself.
Interestingly, everyone on my last trip to the
Maldives (perhaps perceived more of a couples
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destination) was single and we all had an
amazing time. 

Zoom:  What are the other people on the trip
like?  Have you found it easy to make friends on
these tours, and have you kept up with them back
home?

Kenneth: I don’t think there is any particular “type”
of person who travels with Zoom. I’ve traveled
with people of all ages and backgrounds and
have become firm friends with some back in New
York. Bryan and Joel are always incredibly kind
and inclusive with all their tour guests so it’s easy
to join in or not, depending on how you feel on a
particular day. 

Zoom: Why did you want to go to Thailand?

Kenneth: I’ve spent a considerable amount of
time in Asia but I’d never visited Thailand. The
timing was good for me and the itinerary looked
like it gave an excellent introduction to the country.
However, when I saw that we’d be bathing
elephants as part of the tour I booked the same
day!

Read on

Zoom Thailand Photos

If you follow Zoom Vacations or Zoom's Bryan
Herb on social media, then you likely saw many
photos from our tour to Thailand last month. Here
are some of our favorites, including Bangkok,
Sukhothai, Chiang Mai, and Koh Samui!

See the photos

Zooming with Bryan

Crazy for Kondo? Me Too

Marie Kondo is a Japanese organizing consultant
and author, named by Time Magazine as one of
the 100 most influential people of 2015. She is
now famous across the globe for her hit show on
Netflix, "Tidying Up With Marie Kondo". Arguably
one of the hallmarks of her show and philosophy,
is to ask yourself if the items you have spark joy
in your life....

You may be thinking, "yeah, I like Kondo too, but
how does tidying relate to travel?" In my opinion,
quite a lot. There are certainly specific ways, in
addition to general big picture concepts.

Specifically, one could learn a lot from this
concept of organization and tidying up and apply it
to one's packing. Obviously with what I do for a
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living, I take a lot of trips with people and I see
how various people pack for their trip. Universally,
I would say that 95% of people over-pack. For
some, the idea of wearing a garment more than
once is so odious, that they pack for virtually every
situation that could possibly come up under the
sun and do so in a variety of colors and fabric
textures. The great thing, is that they have such a
wonderful variety of things at their disposal. The
bad thing, is that especially if they are on a
holiday where they are traveling from hotel to
hotel, they are constantly lugging multiple heavy
bags, and when they get to their hotel room, half
the room is taken up with their belongings. As
soon as they board a small regional jet to get
from destination to destination, they are
assessed with huge baggage fees. Lastly, their
bags are so full, that they have a little room to buy
new things, thus limiting one of the fun things of a
vacation, shopping. 

Read on

Zooming with Joel

Stories From My Travels

I am both a lover of travel and an aviation geek. First,
as a lover of travel I become inspired and energized by
other cultures. Some cultures I am very familiar with
and others I have yet to experience. When I arrive at a
new destination I love the sights, sounds, smells, and
most of all meeting other people and realizing just how
much we have in common. 

Second, as an aviation geek I also love the anticipation
of getting to a new destination, and I truly believe that
my vacation begins even before I arrive at my
destination. It starts the minute I head for the airport, as
I enter the terminal, check in for my flight, enjoy a meal
at a lounge, board a plane, enjoy the onboard service,
and admire the aircraft that is taking me to my
destination. Getting there can be half the fun.

I am in awe of the experience because I do not
underestimate the incredible effort it takes to get me
from point A to point B by all involved, from the behind-
the-scenes employees to the front line flight attendants
and airport agents. So, with that said, I’d like to share
my travel experiences with you every month in the form
of Stories From My Travels.
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Israel During Tel Aviv Gay Pride

Israel is arguably one of the most fascinating
countries in the world. In Jerusalem alone, there
is so much to do, including seeing remnants of
city walls from a 5,000 year old ancient city.

The Dead Sea on the Israel side is as fun as it is
beautiful. The Golan Heights is rich in history,
culture, cuisine, and vineyards. The ancient
fortress of Masada in southern Israel’s Judean
Desert is incredibly interesting as well as
meaningful.

Hotels throughout the country, such as the ones
we use are top notch, and Israel's culinary scene
is off the charts. In fact, there are a few
restaurants that comprise some of our favorites
in the world!

Our tour ends in Tel Aviv for Gay Pride, and by the
time we get there, we have soaked up incredible
culture, history, and cuisine, and have been so
pampered at our hotels that we are fresh and
ready for Tel Aviv's parties, parades, and people.

For many, Tel Aviv Gay Pride culminates at the
Parade, which begins at the Gan Meir Park,
considered to be the center of the city’s gay
community, and heads northwards through the
city before finally reaching Gordon Beach, one of
the best parts of Tel Aviv Beach. At this point the
parade turns into a carnival with a big beach party
taking place from 2:00 PM into the evening.

This is our favorite type of tour, offering
something for everyone, where your are a party-
goer, culture-seeker, or a blend of both!

Read about our tour!

Our Vietnam and Cambodia Tour in
Real Time
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On March 21st, Zoom Vacations sets off for our
tour to Vietnam and Cambodia, including Hanoi,
Danang, Hue, Ha Long Bay, Ho Chi Minh City
(Saigon) in Vietnam and Angkor Wat in
Cambodia
Follow Bryan Herb and Zoom Vacations in real
time In Vietnam and Cambodia on social media
starting March 21st. You will see tantalizing
photos and videos of the region, and learn if this
tour is right for you for 2020!

Bryan Instagram
Bryan Facebook
Zoom Vacations Instagram
Zoom Vacations Facebook

Read about our tour
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